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Alexander: Afterwords

After words
afterwords
afterwards
editor

reading robert L millets
article joseph smith and modem
mormonism in the summer 1989
issue reminded me of a story 1I heard
some time ago jim met bill in a
grocery store say bill he said 1 I
just heard the good news about your
winning a hundred thousand dollars
thanks said bill but actually it
wasnt me it was my brother and he
didnt win it he lost it like bill 1I am
always gratified to have someone
take an interest in my work but it
even more pleasant to find
would be evermore
evenmore
that he got the story right
in taking issue with the point of
monnon doctrine before
view that mormon
1835 was quite close to that of contemporary protestant arminianism
millet just didnt get the story
straight to begin with although
millet and I1 may disagree on our interpretations
ions of the message of the book
pretat
of mormon on the nature of the
godhead if 1I understand his point of
view correctly we do not differ on our
interpretation of the relationship
between the book of mormon and
joseph smiths thought
beginning with the second full
paragraph on page 5 11 millet goes to
great lengths to argue against a point
of view that blakeostler
ostier explicated
biake ostler
blake
seven years after my article was published he seems to assume that 1I
share Ost
ostlers
lers views but although 1I
find Ost
ostlers
lers interpretation quite
interesting it has not convinced me
millet begins his argument by saying
to suggest that the book of mormon
reflects joseph smiths early
thought is to place the nephite record
within the developmental process of
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joseph smith and the saints then he
proceeds to argue that for joseph
smith to have placed his own ideas in
the book of mormon would be
tantamount to deceit and misrepresen
sentation
tation it is to claim that the doctrines and principles are of ancient
date as the record itself declares
when in fact they are a fabrication
albeit an inspired fabrication of a
nineteenth century man we have
every reason to believe that the book
of mormon came through joseph
smith nortrom
notrom him
moving from the first assumption millet proceeds presumably
those who believe the book of
mormon presents a trinitarian concept of god assume that the book
reflects the prevailing sentiments of
the nineteenth century concerning
god it is not for me to say whether
millets characterization of Ost
ostlers
lers
views is accurate but hi
hiss argument is
quite misplaced as applied to my
article
in fact 1I believe the book of
mormon is an ancient text and that the
doctrines explicated in the book are
doctrines believed by the nephites
Nep hites
and other ancient peoples whose
record the book contains instead of
assuming that the book of mormon
reflects joseph smiths early thought
as millet evidently supposes I1
assume that joseph smiths early
thought reflected the things he had
learned from the book of mormon
presumably since joseph smith
believed the book of mormon to be
the word of god he also believed the
doctrines that the book preached at
the time he translated it from the
nephite language that those teachings were similar to those of some
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nineteenth century arminian based
protestant groups such as the
methodists and disciples 1I find interesting 1I used those groups doctrines
for comparative purposes in my
article and suggested that the similarity may have helped in attracting
some early converts to mormonism
however that does not mean that the
book of mormon doctrines were
drawn from contemporary protestantism only that they were similar
later revelations by god to
joseph smith particularly section
130 of the doctrine and covenants
showed that the saints were wrong in
some of their early beliefs As a result
they preached different doctrines and
we now know that god and jesus
christ have bodies and that the holy
ghost is a personage of spirit
clearly millet and 1I read both
the book of mormon and the lectures
on faith quite differently 1I would be
interested to see his construction of
Abi nadis message to king noah in
abinadis
mosiah chapter 15 or ammons
message to king lamoni in alma
18
chapter 181
18.1
1811 assume he would produce the same sort of argument he
does on the fifth lecture on faith
but these differences have absolutely
nothing to do with my views of the
book of mormon or of the relationship between joseph smiths thought
and the book
the academic life of brigham
young university and indeed of any
major university depends on open
and vigorous scholarly discourse
BYU studies and other scholarly pubons ought to publish all sides of
licati
lications
questions dealing with the mormon
past moreover all scholars should
expect to see their positions contradicted vigorously contradicted
by those who disagree that is part of
what the academy is about
there is however a line that
we should not overstep in our
disagreement since it separates scholarly argument from personal attack
we cross that line when we either
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misattribute or misrepresent the
beliefs of a scholar with whom we
disagree since I1 have had no previous
interaction with robert millet on
these issues I1 assume that in this case
the problem is merely misattribution
rather than intentional misrepresen
sentation
tation nevertheless to call into
question even obliquely a church
members belief in such basic matters
as the historical validity of the book
of mormon or the authenticity of
joseph smiths revelations from god
is to cast a chill on any scholarly
discussion by shifting the ground
from legitimate argument to personality or orthodoxy it is the functional
equivalent in the mormon community of a national discourse in
which accusations of communism or
fascism are leveled at an opponent
immediately the person who is the
object of the charge must make a
choice that no scholar should have to
make a choice between appearing
oversensitive by defending himself or
herself against an unjust accusation or
ignoring the matter and leaving at
least some readers to assume that the
charge is true why will some readers
believe the charge because an
author in whom they have some confidence has made it
the bottom line is that charges
or even hints of heresy or lack of
orthodoxy have no place in academic
discourse and ought to be excised
from any scholarly discussion of the
mormon past
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